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Introduction 

The rising demand for medical tests and consultant insight is straining our current model of               

medical practice: while primary care providers are under increasing stress, A&E is failing to              

meet its target waiting times; workforce shortage increases, but so does demand for medical              

scans. Consequently, doctors are more prone to misdiagnosis and misprescription, which harms            

patients. So, the need for an efficient solution is growing more obvious by the day.  

 

This is where artificial intelligence (AI) comes into play. AI predicts patterns by forming              

algorithms from massive amounts of data, assisting in diagnostics, monitoring patient records,            

and triaging patients before GP visits. Moreover, AI apps can track a patient’s health markers               

from their mobile phone. AI software holds great clinical potential, which begs the question of               

how AI and technology can minimise current problems in healthcare. 

In this essay, I aim to define the most relevant and affordable ways to apply AI to a clinical                   

setting in order to alleviate the current pressure on the NHS. 

 

 

Defining AI 

Oxford Reference defines AI as “the theory and development of computer systems able to              

perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence”1. This essay will focus on a branch of AI               

called Machine Learning (ML), a self-adaptive algorithm that improves at pattern recognition as             

it receives data2. I will specifically examine clinical benefits of Evidence-Adaptive Clinical            

Decision Support Systems (EA-CDSS)3, which apply AI to evidence-based medicine, the           

examination of data to inform clinical decisions and suggest diagnoses, by using ML to adapt to                

changes and tailor healthcare to the patient.  

This essay recommends that a centralised NHS clinical data bank combined with CDSS’s and              

specialized applications can minimize the current problems facing healthcare in the UK. 

 

 

 

 



AI and Diagnostic Error/Bias 

 

Firstly, AI remedies human cognitive error in diagnosis. This chart4 shows human cognitive             

errors compared to system-related errors in misdiagnosis. Cognitive error accounts for 74% of             

cases4: fatigued doctors seek simple solutions or stereotype; AI could solve this problem as it is                

indefatigable and only draws conclusions from features of the data presented to it.  

These very features, however, could create unwitting bias in AI: For example, algorithms fed              

predominantly light-skinned melanoma images have trouble diagnosing melanoma on darker          

skin5, showing that diversity of data is imperative in achieving diagnostic accuracy. 

 

Negligence Claims 

Such increase in diagnostic accuracy will lead to fewer medical mistakes.  

Negligence claims are legal claims filed due to misdiagnosis or failure to properly monitor a               

case; in 2019, the NHS paid out an approximate £2.4 billion in these claims[6], which will                

continue to increase by 11.5% per year[7]. As this US-based chart shows, diagnostic error and               

failure to monitor a case account for 38% of all negligence claims resulting in patient death[8],                

which could be lowered by multidisciplinary CDSS-aided diagnostic teams. 



 
These arguments lend to the claim that AI can support diagnostic accuracy and streamline the               

medical practice. Yet, if we use AI for high-risk clinical situations, do incremental benefits to its                

intelligence compensate for the risk of failure?  

 

AI Imaging Interpretation 

The King’s Fund estimates 100,000 NHS staff vacancies as of March 2019, “threatening the              

ability of the service to deliver safe, high-quality care”[9]. 

There is a specific shortage of radiologists: 2018 saw 379 unfilled consultant radiologist             

positions in the UK[9], causing the NHS to spend £165 million on outsourcing and overtime to                

compensate, as only 2% of UK radiology departments fulfilled their reporting requirements            

within contracted hours in 2018[11]. Despite this, demand for complex imaging scans such as              

MRIs still increases by 13% a year[12]; the Royal College of Radiologists estimates that the               

number of radiology training positions consequently needs to triple from 265 to 808 to              

compensate[10]. 

 



Well-trained AI programs could remedy this predicament: for example, the AI company            

DeepMind has developed optometric AI capable of diagnosing 50 different eye diseases with             

94.5% accuracy through OCT scans[13], surpassing optometry experts. Similarly, VidaLung has           

developed AI capable of identifying minute abnormalities from a CT scan[14], showing how AI              

could remedy our shortage of radiologists. 

 

Case Study 1: IBM Watson Health 

An example of a company applying AI to medicine is IBM Watson[15], a USA-based company               

that uses AI to process clinical imaging and other data to aid diagnostics. Through software               

called Natural Language Processing (NLP), IBM’s AI forms algorithms from unstructured,           

unlabeled data. 

The Watson Imaging Clinical Review[16], for example, keeps patient problem lists up-to-date and             

automatically reconciles the said list with the patient’s clinical evaluation and recorded            

diagnoses, to alert the reader of discrepancies in patient records. Similarly, the Watson Patient              

Synopsis[17] extracts patient data from their electronic health records and provides a summary             

view of their case; its goal is to provide an in-context presentation to improve and personalise                

clinical decisions. AI such as this could furthermore popularise personalised medicine by putting             

treatment and diagnosis in the context of any data gathered from the patient, such as history,                

genome, and symptoms[18].  

These programs are the beginning of a symbiosis between humanity and AI in hospitals: While               

AI systems will streamline hospital practice by identifying patterns to aid diagnosis and             

monitoring information through electronic patient records, doctors will have more time to            

connect to patients and provide much-needed empathy. 

 



Case Study 2: Babylon 

Aside from use in hospitals, AI can also benefit primary care providers. For example, Babylon               

GP at Hand is an online GP service offering 24/7 medical advice, triage questionnaires, and               

health trackers through a phone app[19]. Babylon’s symptoms-checker chatbots inform patients           

whether they should seek consultation at one of the company’s practices. Similar video-call             

consultations and online services could greatly reduce waiting times for GP appointments and             

help any mobility-impaired patients who have trouble leaving their homes. 

In the future, the NHS could develop and standardize chatbot apps similar to Babylon’s to avoid                

unecessary doctor’s visits as primary care providers and A&E are currently swamped by patient              

influx and struggling to meet their target wait times: in 2018-19, just under 3 million patients                

spent longer than 4 hours in A&E[20], or 12% of the total patient influx. Moreover, the NHS set                  

out to diagnose 95% of suspected cancers within 28 days of GP referral by 2020 but this too                  

failed in 2019[21]. 

 

This may be due to 2,000,000 urgent GP referrals in 2018[22] and increasing demand for A&E                

treatment (see chart[23]). Easily-accessible home tests such as Lung Health Check[24], FIT[25], and a              

new AI-powered screening test for dementia[26] will help to streamline screening and reduce GP              

referrals and A&E waiting times. Chatbots could also be an alternative to the NHS’s 111               

non-emergency phone line, which is often overcrowded[27], and symptom-tracking apps like           

Migraine Buddy could monitor patients’ symptoms, reducing the need for follow-up           



appointments. Overall, medical AI applications will allow access to higher-quality care, and            

allow medical care to become more widely accessible.  

 

Possible Health Concerns 

However, while such apps could make healthcare more accessible, constant health monitoring            

could worsen conditions like orthosomnia, hypochondria, or eating disorders. For example, on            

any FitBit, we can log every calorie we consume[28]; patients with disorders like anorexia              

nervosa and orthorexia nervosa, of which compulsive calore-counting is a symptom, could            

suffer from this kind of monitoring, which the NHS should take into account when implementing               

health-tracking software. 

 

 

How realistic are these solutions? 

 

Data Banks 

For CDSSs to work, all medical data and records must be digitalized. A current challenge facing                

the application of AI imaging in healthcare is the availability of data to machines, as patients’                

medical data is private. NHS radiologist Hugh Harvey has suggested the implementation of a              

centralised medical data trust containing mass quantities of anonymised data, of which the NHS              

would be in full control[29]. Like data from Radiopaedia[30] and the Trial Bank[31], this data would                

be available to any researchers as training data on which to model medical AI algorithms. The                

larger quantity of data would reduce the aforementioned AI biases due to the diversity of the                

source. 

 

Questions 

The above points, however, raise an ethical concern: should insurance companies have access to              

genomic data or discriminate against high-risk patients?  

Additionally, with an increasing population of seniors, can we be sure that they are able to use                 

the suggested technology? 

 

 



Conclusion 

This essay has suggested uses for AI in healthcare by examining the nature of CDSS’s and                

emerging solutions to problems in the NHS, and has raised questions on AI and personalized               

medicine.  

In conclusion, the most affordable and relevant way to apply AI to the NHS would be through                 

mass digitalization of healthcare data and application of diagnostic AI in clinical care, which              

would make up for NHS workforce shortage, lower AI bias, and reduce overcrowding. This              

essay has shown that the integration of AI will build a more efficient, more sustainable model of                 

medical practice.  
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